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    								Accelerate, Secure & Compute Your 
             
                               
    								Global BusinessStreamingContentDataFile Downloads
    							

    							EdgeNext is a global edge cloud service provider specializing in APAC, China, MENA, & Global Cloud Delivery. Help deliver a seamless & secure digital experience to your target audiences 10X better.
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                                        Network Snapshot    
                                    
                            How EdgeNext
                                Unlocks Your Business Potential

                            As a global edge cloud expert, EdgeNext has everything you need to skyrocket the global expansion
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    					Our Clients    
    				
            Trusted by
                
 The Industry Titans

            

        
		

				

				
				
					
			
			
				
			

			
				
			

			
				
			

			
				
			

			
				
			

			
				
			

			
				
			

			
				
			

			
				
			

			
				
			

			
				
			

		

		

				

				

					

		

					

		
				
						
					
			
						
				
			

PayID's popularity in Australia, especially in online casino transactions, is due to its convenience, speed, and security. This payment system allows users to make transfers using easy-to-remember identifiers like phone numbers or email addresses, eliminating the need for lengthy bank details.
The instant processing of transactions with PayID is a significant advantage for online casino enthusiasts. This efficiency ensures that players can quickly fund their accounts and enjoy uninterrupted gaming, a crucial aspect in the fast-paced world of online gambling.
Security is paramount in online transactions, and PayID excels in this area.
For those seeking the best online gaming experiences with PayID, the payid casinos Australia list by casinoau10 would be an excellent choice. Casinoau10 has compiled a comprehensive list of top casinos that welcome Australian players and support PayID transactions.





In today’s digital age, online gambling has become increasingly popular and convenient. The emergence of new online casinos in Australia offers players a fresh and exciting gaming experience. With a vast range of games, generous bonuses, and user-friendly interfaces, these new casinos provide players with a level of entertainment like no other. Excitingly, these new online casinos are continuously evolving with cutting-edge technology, ensuring a seamless gaming experience. Whether you're a pro or an amateur, there is something for everyone. At https://aucasinoslist.com/casinos/new-casinos/, we offer a comprehensive list of reputable new Australian casinos to help you navigate through the online gambling world.


		

				

					

		

					

		
				
						
					
			
						
				
			
    				
    					Featured services    
    				
            Imagine The Amazing Result
                
 you can generate with EdgeNext

            

        
		

				

					

		

					

		
				
							

							
					
			
						
				
			

    
        
             
                    
                        
                        

                        
                            VOD & 
 Live Streaming

                            Deliver a seamless, high-quality & ultra-low latency viewing experience to global audiences 

                        

                        
                            
                        

                    

                
 
                    
                        
                        

                        
                            Large File 
 Download

                            Accelerate installation files, patches, or any kind of media content download time 10x faster

                        

                        
                            
                        

                    

                
 
                    
                        
                        

                        
                            Gaming & 
 Entertainment

                            Improve gaming quality from high-resolution graphics, in-game conversation,  to security

                        

                        
                            
                        

                    

                
 
                    
                        
                        

                        
                            Web 3.0 & 
 Block Chain

                            Gear up with advanced cloud security features to protect transactions, wallets, and data 

                        

                        
                            
                        

                    

                
 
                    
                        
                        

                        
                            Telecoms, 
 IIGs & ISPs

                            Save international traffic & bandwidth, leverage CDN to reduce cost and stay ahead of competition

                        

                        
                            
                        

                    

                
 
                    
                        
                        

                        
                            Automakers 
 & EVs

                            Elevate software engineering, user experience, & data security with cloud computing

                        

                        
                            
                        

                    

                
 
                    
                        
                        

                        
                            Artificial 
Intelligence

                            Empower your AI system with robust cloud computing technology to deliver data faster & better

                        

                        
                            
                        

                    

                
 
                    
                        
                        

                        
                            Online 
 Learning

                            Ensure the users are enjoying high-quality content seamlessly from any where in the world

                        

                        
                            
                        

                    

                


        

    

    


		

				

					

		

					

		
				
						
					
			
						
				
			        
        
            
                                Expand 10x Faster 

                
                                Effective solution tailored to your needs
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                        Speak to an expert
                    
                
                
            

        


        		

				

					

		

					

		
				
							

							
					
			
						
				
			
    				
    					CDN &
Streaming    
    				
            
                Skyrocket your content delivery 
 from anywhere to everywhere


            

        
		

				

				
				
							Однако если знать секреты современных игорных заведений, как uaiato.com.ua/ Пин Ап, можно играть в слоты онлайн с более высокой вероятностью выигрыша и минимизировать риски крупных проигрышей.
						

				

				
				
			
            
                
                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            

                            

                            

                            

                            

                        

                        
                                        

                                        
                                            Key to Your Target Regions & Markets 

                                            Expertise in APAC, China, MEA & Global Cloud Delivery

                                        

                                    

                                        

                                        
                                            End of Latency & Traffic Banned Frustration

                                            Ultra low latency with seamless content delivery

                                        

                                    


                        
                                            

                                            
                                                Competitive Pricing & Efficient Performance

                                                Go big with great performance & unbeatable pricing

                                            

                                          

                                            

                                            
                                                Highly Customizable Features

                                                Build an affective solution tailored to your needs

                                            

                                          


                    

                

            
        		

				

					

		

					

		
				
						
					
			
						
				
			

    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            

                            
                                DDoS Protection

                                Private deployments for data centers, enabling advanced DDoS protection with localized data cleansing

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            
                                DNS Security

                                Stable, fast, & secure DNS resolution management

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            
                                Security CDN

                                Integrated secure content delivery with acceleration & security for web applications

                            

                        

                    
                

            

        

        
            
                
                    
                            
                                
                            

                        


                

            

            More than just CDN, it's time to gear up with security


        

    
    

    

		

				

					

		

					

		
				
						
					
			
						
				
					
			

		

				

				

					

		

					

		
				
						
					
			
						
				
			

    

    
        
            
                
                    
                                    
                                        Even More Beyond    
                                    
                            Edge Computing
                                
 The Start of Something Big

                        

                    
                    
                         
                                
                                

                                
                                    Virtual Private Server

                                    Edge cloud computing capability with  ultra-low latency, low cost, & high elasticity

                                

                            
 
                                
                                

                                
                                    Bare Metal Server

                                    High-performance, elastic and scalable physical server instances

                                

                            


                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    
                    

                    

               

            

        

    


		

				

					

		

					

		
				
						
					
			
						
				
			        
        
            
                                Robust Integration 

                
                                Website? Application? Content? No Problem. 
 Deliver whatever you want to wherever you want
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                        Skyrocket Now
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                        Speak to an expert
                    
                
                
            

        


        		

				

					

		

					

		
				
						
					
			
							

		

					

		
				
						
					
			
						
				
			

    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
    										
    											Frequently asked Question 
    										
                                    Learn about features
                                        we've built for you

                                

                            

                            
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                    
                        
                                
                                    
                                        Why choose EdgeNext over other providers (AWS, Cloudflare, Akamai...etc)?
                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        The most critical pain points of using other providers are traffic banned by local governments and high latency. EdgeNext specializes in APAC, China, MEA, and Global CDN services. On top of that, EdgeNext thrives to provide effective solutions that built for each industry and use case specifically to meet the needs and help solve the painpoints. 

24/7 Bilingual customer support with competitive pricing also add values to EdgeNext's services.
                                    

                                

                            

                                
                                    
                                        How to expand business in APAC or China faster?
                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Chinese regulations are the entry barriers for most organizations, but not for EdgeNext's clients. We offer the best solutions you can find in the industry in terms of performance, pricing and reliability.


 No ICP? No problem. Speak to our China CDN Expert today!
                                    

                                

                            

                                
                                    
                                        Does EdgeNext offer Private Cloud?
                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Yes, we do. Unlike other major providers, we do have our own EdgeNext-managed resources and infrastructures that support Private Cloud Solutions. Exclusively for maximized performance and results.
                                    

                                

                            

                                
                                    
                                        Why do I need security features?
                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Malicious attacks are common threats to international businesses or data sensitive industries; therefore, by leveraging security CDN and multiple cleansing nodes, we can help protect your assets and datas automatically.
                                    

                                

                            

                                
                                    
                                        What is edge computing, and why do I need it for my business?
                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        EdgeNext's edge computing focuses on bringing computing close to the source of data  to minimize latency and bandwidth use. It can significantly enhance your business's software engineering, IoT structure, data performance...etc.
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							By region
China CDN
MENA CDN
Southeast Asia CDN
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			Contact Us
		

				

				
				
							APAC Region
info_apac@edgenext.com
+65 6612-7376
						

				

				
				
							North America Region
info_na@edgenext.com
Seattle Office
+1 (800) 260-5186
Los Angeles Office
+1 (213) 239-8878


						

				

				
				
							EMEA Region
London Office
info_emea@edgenext.com
+44 (0) 20 3105 5587
Dubai Office
info_mena@edgenext.com
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